
A BOOK REPORT ON THE THINGS THEY CARRIED BY TIM OBRIEN

The Things They Carried, By Tim Oâ€™brien Tim Oâ€™Brienâ€™s novel, The Things They Carried, provides an
incredible realization of what life was like for an American soldier who fought in Vietnam from perspectives before,
during, and after the war. The Things They Carried describes what.

Dobbins tells Kiowa he might become a monk after the war, but confesses he could never be a minister
because he can't answer the hard questions about life and death. He is also a devout Baptist and a Native
American that occasionally feels contempt and distrust towards white people. He says that his story about
killing a man on the trail outside My Khe was false; he merely saw the man die. The story travels between
Cross' infatuation with a girl named Martha that he's in love with based on a single date in college, the death
of the soldier Ted Lavender, and an itemized chronicle of what the men carried at war, from supplies, to
tokens of luck, to emotions. The recurring memory of the novel that O'Brien recalls as a sort of coda, or
repeated image, is the death of his friend and fellow soldier, Kiowa. Jimmy Cross The platoon leader. Many
soldiers described in the novel used things such as drugs, pain, or fantastical illusions to deal with the war.
Furious, O'Brien promises revenge, but can recruit only Azar. Ted Lavender adopted a puppy that Azar blew
up. He goes to war ashamed with his inability to face the consequences of leaving. The Things They Carried
continues to impact readers and helps give understanding of current events. Berdahl takes him out on a boat so
he's only yards away from Canadian soil. In the night, Lemon woke the dentist and forced him to pull out a
perfectly healthy tooth. This book emphasizes that the intangibles the soldiers carried influenced everything
about their lives, before, during and after the war. Another aspect I understand better now is their lives after
the war. The book is applied to a bad childhood or a broken home, and these are the things they're carrying. He
is reluctant to go to war and considers fleeing the draft; he begins to travel north to the Canadaâ€”US border.
Finally, "O'Brien" remembers a girl from his childhood who died from cancer, the first dead body he saw
before being in-country. Additionally, the character Tim references writing the book Going After Cacciato
which the author Tim had written and published previously. At one point, Azar breaks down emotionally,
revealing that his cruelty is merely a defense mechanism. He dies from a gunshot wound to the back of the
head. He lies and says he hasn't, but then addresses the story to an adult Kathleen and promises to give the
truth. He soon leaves, going first back home to Worthington, Minnesota and later to Vietnam. Critics often
cite this distinction when commenting on O'Brien's artistic aims in The Things They Carried and, in general,
all of his fiction about Vietnam, claiming that O'Brien feels that the realities of the Vietnam War are best
explored in fictional form rather than the presentation of precise facts. Lemon has felt he needs to prove
himself in front of his men and be the fearless man all soldiers are supposed to be. Bowker drives repeatedly
around a lake in his hometown, reminiscing about the night Kiowa died. I have felt their emotions and their
tragedies, because of the power and realism of this book and now my compassion and respect for them has
heightened greatly. I have been greatly impacted by this book in both a positive and negative way. O'Brien
hopes the story will speak to his failure to protect Kiowa and to Bowker's courage. After the first chapter, the
narrator is identified as "Tim O'Brien," a middle-aged writer and veteran. Another soldier also feels
responsible for the death, as he did not save Kiowa; the story ends with the body being found in the mud, and
both soldiers left to their guilt. Jensen promises he won't. She continues to dance. Kiowa, who always carries
the New Testament, doesn't feel that it's right that they're using a church as a base.


